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Let k be a J-field, K the basic Z,-extension of k, and A,, , A the Z-class groups 
of k, K respectively. It is known that if At--” is nontrivial, then A’” is infinite. 
It is shown that this result is still true if the classes represented by the primes 
lying over 1 are factored out from both groups. This is applied to k = Q(( -m)l12) 
and A0 = (0) for information on the invariants X and p. There are such k for 
which X > 2. 
1. 
Let k be a finite algebraic number field. Let J denote complex con- 
jugation and assume that k is a J-field. That is, k is either totally real or k 
is totally imaginary, k+ = k n R is totally real, and [k: k+] = 2. Fix an 
odd prime 1. Let pzm+l be a primitive In+‘-st root of unity and P, the 
unique subfield of Q(pl”+l) of degree 1” over Q. For IZ 2 0, let 
k, = k * P, . Then K = uk, is the basic Z1-extension of k = k, . Note 
that k, is a J-field and that k,+ = kf * P, . Let G,,, = Gal(k,/k,) s 
Zz,,+,,.. We will assume throughout that n is chosen sufficiently large that 
any prime which is ramified in K/k is totally ramified in K/k% . 
Let A, be the Z-primary component of the ideal class group of k, . 
Denote by j,,, : A, -+ A, the natural map induced by inclusion of the 
ideal groups. For any I-primary abelian group B on which J acts, we have 
B = B+ @ B- = BICJ @ B1-J. In particular, we have a natural map 
km : A,,- -+ A,-. Then the following is essentially well-known in the 
theory of Z,-extensions, [5], [2]. 
TJBXOREM 1. The map j;,, : A,- -+ (A,a-)GR’“P C A,- is an injection 
for all m > n. If, for some n, A,- is nontrivial, then the orders of the Ai- 
are unbounded. 
The first assertion essentially follows from the fact that every unit of 
k, is a root of unity times a totally real unit and the theory of genera. 
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The second assertion follows trivially from the first as will be seen in 
the proof of Theorem 2. It can also be deduced by the general theory of 
&extensions [5]. 
Our purpose here is to refine Theorem 1 to account for those classes 
generated by ramified primes and to apply that refinement to some special 
examples of imaginary quadratic fields. 
Let D, denote the subgroup of A, generated by all the primes of k, which 
divide 1. Then D, is a J-module and we let B,, = A,-ID,- = (A,/D,)-. 
So, for instance, if no prime of k+ lying over lsplits in k/k+, then D,- = (0) 
and B, = A,,-. 
THEOREM 2. There is a natural injection j,,, : B, --t B,,,Gn.a _C B, 
for m > n. If B, is nontrivial for some n, then the orders of the Bi are 
unbounded. 
Proof. Note first that j,,,,(D,,) _C D, , so that j,,., induces a map 
&+Bm, which we also call j,,., . Let G = G,,, and let U,,, , I, , P,,, 
denote the group of units, ideals, and principal ideals respectively of k,,, . 
Let (N), denote the l-primary part of the abelian group N. Then we have 
a natural exact sequence [3]: 
0 --t HI(G, Urn) -+ (ImG/P,Jl h A,G --t HO(G, U,,,). 
Here h is the map of ideals mod P,, to their class mod P,,, . We have also 
0 4 A,, -+ (ImG/P,)r + ImG/I, + 0. 
Note that A restricted to A,, is j,,, and that all the groups occurring in these 
two sequences are J-modules. 
As mentioned below Theorem 1, every unit of k,,, (or at least the square 
of every unit) is a root of unity times a real unit. It follows immediately 
that H”(G, U,>- = [U,JN(U,)]- = (0). Similarly, we can show that 
HI(G, Urn)- = [JJm/Uzo]- = (0). (Here G = (0)). Let 01 sNUm and 
&+’ E U$“. Then ~11s pa+, where p is a root of unity and (II+ a real unit. 
Hence (~l+~ = (a+)” E U$“: A consideration of cases shows that p7 E Uk” 
for some r prime to I. Therefore C# E Uz* and so (Y E Ucw. Hence h is 
an isomorphism on the minus parts. 
Let 21 ,..., f!!, be the primes of k,,, lying over 1. Note that [JmG/Jn]- is 
generated by the classes of the f?:” modulo I, . Hence [l,G/l,$ is iso- 
morphic to (Zlm-n)s, where s is the number of primes of k,+ lying over 1 
which split in k,/k,+. It follows that 1 AZ.- 1 = Z(m-n)s ) A,- I. 
In order to show j,,, : B, + B,,, injective, it sufkes to show\ that if 
c E A,- and j,,,(c) E D,,,-, then c E D,-. Now j(c) E D,,,- implies that 
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j(c) = class of ZZeiti(l-‘) = h(ZZ5?2(1--J)). Since h is injective andj(c) = h(c), 
we have c = Z7!&ti(1-J) in [Z,G/P,]; . But moduio Z, , the 2:-J are 
independent of order I”-“. Hence I”--* 1 ti and ti = riPn. Then, if Ii are 
the primes of k, lying over I, c = 171ir’(1-J) mod P, . Hence c E D,-. 
The injectivity of X also implies, in the same manner, that if Z7L?>i(1-J) = 1 
in A,, then ti = riPn and L71,ri(1-J) = 1 in A,. In other words, 
( D,- 1 = Z*(m-n) 1 D,- I. 
The second assertion of the theorem follows directly in the following 
manner. Let N: A,,, -+ A, denote the norm as G,,,-modules and 
JV: A, - A, the map induced by taking norms of ideals from k, to k, . 
Thenj,,, *JV= NandNaj,,, = l”-“. Also, N, Jlr induce N’: B, --f B, 
and JV’: B, -+ B, . Now j B,,, I = 1 N’(B,,JI ker(N’)I. Since N’ restricted 
to BmG is I”-” and B,,,G >_ B, , we have for m - n sufficiently large that 
B, C ker(N’). It suffices that I”-” be as large as the exponent of B, . 
Furthermore, since k,,Jk, is totally ramified, it follows that JV”, and there- 
fore also Jlr’, are surjective. Hence N’(B,,J = j,,,(B,J = B, . Thus 
I & I > I &a 1’. 
2. 
We proceed to apply Theorem 2 in the specific case where k = Q( 4-m>, 
an imaginary quadratic field, and AO- = A, = (0). Assume that 
(-2) = + 1, so that s = 1, and let the two primes of ki lying over I be 
Ii , Ii = IiJ. 
LEMMA. Let L, be the genusjTeid for the extension k,/k, , so L, is the 
maximal unramtj-ied extension of k, which is abelian over k, . Then 
Gal(L,/k,) = T&J @ T&J = Zln @ 2 to, where T denotes the inertia 
group for the extension L,lk, . 
Proof. As is well known [L a : k,] = [AA, : Al,-“] = ] AnG J. We know 
this order is 1”. Hence [L ,, : k,] = lzn. Since L,/k,, is unramified, T&J, 
T&J g Ztn. Let H = T(l,,) . T($) C G. The fixed field of H is abelian 
unramified over k, . It follows that H = G and G = T(I,) @ To,). 
Now let E, be the fixed field of T(G) in L, . Then E, is cyclic of degree 
I” over k, and I, is the unique ramified prime in E,Jk, . Hence E, has 
Z-class number one. ([4], [6]). 
THEOREM 3. The following are equivalent: 
(1) L, is the Hilbert I-classfield to k, , 
(2) & remains prime in En/k0 , 
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(3) L1 is the Hilbert I-classJield to k, , 
(4) I,, remains prime in El/k, , 
(5) W,) = 1, Ak,) = 0, 
(6) IA,1 =I”foralln. 
Proof. The following implications are trivial: (6) => (5), (1) o (6), 
(1) * (3), (2) q (4). Proof of (1) o (2) and (3) + (4): If I, remains prime 
in E,Jk,, , then there is a unique ramified prime in L,/E, . Hence L, has 
Z-class number one and is the I-class field to k, . Conversely, assume L, 
is the class field of k, . Since I, has order I* in A, , the relative degree of 
I,inL,/k,is 1” and hence I, remains prime in L,/k, and therefore I,, remains 
prime in E,/k, . 
(4) * (2): Simply note that, since E, is cyclic over k, , if l,, does not 
remain prime it must already decompose in El/k, . (5) * (6): Assume 
1 A, 1 = 1”n and e, > n. Since 1, has order 2” in A,, it follows that B, is 
nontrivial. Hence for m sufficiently large, 1 A, 1 2 I” I B, I2 by Theorem 2. 
This implies in particular that e, is not of the form IZ + c, c a constant. 
Hence it is not the case that h = 1, ,u = 0. 
For computational purposes we can make condition (4) of Theorem 3 
somewhat more useful. 
THEOREM 4. Let lop = (a), a E k, , (r, I) = 1. Then I, is decomposed 
in El/k0 ifSa”-’ = 1(1,2) in k, . 
Proof. El is cyclic of degree I over kO and ramified only at 1,. Its 
conductor over k,, is therefore Gt, for some t, and El is contained in the 
ray class field corresponding to the ray class group Slot C lfO . There is an 
exact sequence 
where LJJ”’ are those units of k, congruent to 1 modulo Tot, 0 are the 
integers of k, , and f is induced by mapping elements to their principal 
ideals. Taking I-parts we have 
But since (I) = I,,$, the left hand member is a cyclic group of order 
r--l. Hence the ray Z-class field over k, with conductor I,,t is cyclic of order 
It-l. For varying t, these fields form a tower of cyclic extensions. Therefore, 
El must be the ray I-class field of conductor Io2. 
It follows that the relative degree of I, in El/k0 is the order of I0 in the 
group (l@l,z), . By the above isomorphism, this is the same as the Z-order 
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of a modulo lee, where a E 0, and I,,? = (a), (I, I) = 1. But a has order I 
module 1,2 in (O/1,2): if and only if al-l has order 1 in (O/l02)*. This is the 
assertion of the theorem. 
In computing it is helpful to note that for r > 2, al-l = 1(l,2) iff 
Tr(#-l = l(P) in Q. For example for I = 7 and k = Q(d-3) or 
Q( q--6) and for I = 11 and k = Q(d?) or Q(l/--lo), the conditions 
of theorem 3 hold. On the other hand, for I = 3 and k = Q( d-- 14), I, 
is decomposed in El and hence e, # n or, equivalently, X(k) + p(k) > 2. 
By [I], we know that p(k) = 0 in this case, so h(k) 2 2. 
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